Polyelectrolyte complex coacervation by electrostatic dipolar interactions.
We address complex coacervation, the liquid-liquid phase separation of a solution of oppositely charged polyelectrolyte chains into a polyelectrolyte rich complex coacervate phase and a dilute aqueous phase, based on the general premise of spontaneous formation of polycation-polyanion complexes even in the homogeneous phase. The complexes are treated as flexible chains made of dipolar segments and uniformly charged segments. Using a mean field theory that accounts for the entropy of all dissociated ions in the system, electrostatic interactions among dipolar and charged segments of complexes and uncomplexed polyelectrolytes, and polymer-solvent hydrophobicity, we have computed coacervate phase diagrams in terms of polyelectrolyte composition, added salt concentration, and temperature. For moderately hydrophobic polyelectrolytes in water at room temperature, neither hydrophobicity nor electrostatics alone is strong enough to cause phase separation, but their combined effect results in phase separation, arising from the enhancement of effective hydrophobicity by dipolar attractions. The computed phase diagrams capture key experimental observations including the suppression of complex coacervation due to increases in salt concentration, temperature, and polycation-polyanion composition asymmetry, and its promotion by increasing the chain length, and the preferential partitioning of salt into the polyelectrolyte dilute phase. We also provide new predictions such as the emergence of loops of instability with two critical points.